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There are those who wish that the Ice King would bestow relationship advice upon them and others

who seek Jake's guidance as a best friend. Now there's a book that provides such dubious

knowledge! With Righteous Rules for Being Awesome they no longer have to worry about being a

smooth poser. This in-world handbook promises to make all who read it a lot more righteous and a

heck of a lot less wrongteous.
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This book is filled with top notch advice for being awesome, keeping your head up, doing the best

we can, etc... My 7yr old niece is a reader - and she breezed through this book quickly - but the

pictures are vibrant, and there are images & recaps of episodes she hasn't seen yet - so her interest

was still high. Also Jake & Finn "tell" the story so the humor is great. Glad I got this for her.

My daughter loves watching Adventure Time and recently picked up a couple of the comics at

Scholastic. This was a Christmas present that she is thrilled with. It is book style and has a bunch of

awesome tips for everything from overcoming fear, to having to work and even romance. It is nicely

balanced between stories and terrific adventure time pictures. There are also some bonus

stories.The advice is fun for kids yet practical for adults.A terrific book for young (and even older!)



kids who love Finn and Jake.

My Gr8 granddaughter 8 yrs old...just loves any of the Adventure Time Series....The graphics are

excellent and mind expanding....she draws the charactersalways embellishing them to add more

dimension....shes now in her schoolsspecial art class ...not sure if that added to her talent or

not.....Just saying

I am a very big Adventure Time fan and so are my kids (5 and 2). I even went as Jake the Dog for

Halloween and my 5 year old went as Finn. We got this book because he had to be a story book

character for his Halloween parade at school and carry the book to prove it. It is separated into mini

chapters (How to Use This Book, Friendship, Work, Recreation, Magic, Romance, Overcoming

Fear, Physical Fitness, Smarts, Family, and Conclusion) and it is Jake and Finn having a discussion

about these topics, using examples from episodes of the show. It's good that it tries to lead kids to

doing good, (working hard, valuing family, etc.)but I didn't find it anywhere near as entertaining as I

expected to. It described a lot of the episodes and wasn't very funny. It's okay though, I still love the

show.

I bought this product for my 6 year old son. We absolutely love Adventure Time. My son loves this

book and he is always reading it. I love anything that will get my son to read more. He thinks it's

funny and interresting. I reccomend this product to anyone and everyone, childern and adults, who

like Adventure Time that is why I'm giving this product 5 stars!!

Righteous Rules for Being Awesome is a book told from the perspective of lead characters Finn and

Jake, as written by Jake Black.This is another "clip show" style of book, but at least the tips are a lot

more sensible. It of course reflects the fact that Finn and Jake are noble heroes in contrast to how

LSP is rather bratty and self-centered.Still, seeing full page panels of some of the shows more

memorable moments is certainly a lot of fun. And maybe you might learn something from all these

tips. Still primarily a kiddie book though, so that's the risk that you take.

Most awesome book for Adventure Time fan! Small book but in colour versus the other big

hardcover in grayscale. All kids books should be in colour right?! Son loves it lots, so am very

pleased with the buy. And the content teaches good attitude with humour, so all the more great!



Righteous Rules for Being Awesome is basically a conversation back and forth between Finn and

Jake. On the left side of the page they reminisce about their adventures. On the the right side are

comic panels with scenes taken right from the show. There are no new adventures in the this book.

My daughter loves it because she points out the characters that she recognizes and then I tell her

about what happened in that episode. If you've seen every episode like I have, this book is a little

disappointing because it's nothing new. For new Adventures you can check out the Adventure Time

graphic novels and comic books. 3.5 stars.
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